
PAWS Cat Fostering 
Orientation!

An online orientation geared towards setting 
cat foster parents up for success!



What should I 
know before I 

come in?



What is in this orientation...
The goal of this video is to get you familiar with some of 
the terminology, cat behavior, and approaches we will use 
during your appointment to pick up a foster animal!

This gives you insight into some of the reasons cats will 
need foster care, so when you come into one of our 
locations, we can focus all our time on the cats :)

Most cats who need foster care will show poorly in the 
shelter; this is why they need YOU! Please try to give cats 
that others might overlook a chance!



Types of behavioral needs:
PAWS typically sees five kinds of socialization cases for cats 
that qualify them as needing foster care:

1. Mental stimulation: Cats who are bored, with pent-up 
energy

2. Depression, due to being in the shelter too long
3. Scared, due to being unfamiliar with the shelter
4. Semi-feral kittens who are not socialized to people yet
5. Cage-aggression in cats who are used to living in a home 

and not to living in a cage



1. Terminology



Terminology
“Being shut down” 

Often brought on by sickness and receiving medication, a 
“shut down” cat is one so scared or depressed, they cannot 
engage with their surroundings. Gentle petting or soothing 
words often help.

“Semi-feral”

This is for scared kittens who have not yet become 
completely feral or completely socialized; with love and 
patience, they can still be socialized to people and become 
adoptable, happy house cats.

Image courtesy 
Catster.com
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Terminology
“Cage-Aggressive”

For house cats, being confined to a cage in a shelter is 
terrifying, as though they are backed into a corner at all 
times, and that can cause even the nicest of cats to lash 
out when caged. Cage-aggression often subsides when the cat 
is given more space to run around and explore, such as in a 
foster home.

Image courtesy HelloGiggles
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Terminology
“Needing mental stimulation”

Being in a cage all day is boring! Playful or smart cats can 
go crazy without something to do all day. We use special 
toys to feed them their meals to help keep them engaged and 
occupied, and to tire out their minds and bodies.
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2. Cat Behavior



Cat Behavior 101: How to Socialize “Mental Stim” Cats

We can use clicker training as a way to mentally tire out cats. 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/18FZ1iuKpLTpBJ9XaWxeVlgkM5PU2IIP6/preview


Cat Behavior 101: Cat’s Bellies
When a dog rolls over, they usually 
want a belly rub.

When a cat shows you their belly, 
they are actually expressing trust, 
but NOT a belly rub request!

If you try to rub their tummy, they 
will probably bite you. Try playing 
with them using a wand toy instead!

Chart courtesy 
AllCreated.com



Cat Behavior 101: Cat’s Tails
When a dog wags their tail, they are 
usually happy.

When a cat “wags” their tail, they 
are actually irritated.

If a cat is swishing their tail back 
and forth, stop! They are giving you 
a subtle warning, “I do not like 
what you are doing, please stop!”

Chart courtesy 
AllCreated.com



Cat Behavior 101: More Resources!
Since many of our adult cats have behavioral needs the 
longer they stay in the shelter, we offer one-on-one and 
small group trainings for foster parents with our Cat 
Socialization team using our shelter cats!

This is ideal for either new foster parents who are not 
comfortable with sick cats (meaning they will foster 
behavioral cats) and for current foster parents who are 
having a specific behavioral issue...or people who just 
cannot get enough time with cats!

Email meredyth@phillypaws.org if you want to learn more 
about Cat Socialization opportunities for foster parents!

mailto:meredyth@phillypaws.org


An example clip about socializing scared cats or kittens 
from our in-person orientation:

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1CdYOWgnFKv0tgPLS4C8gNza750v8rz3a/preview


3. Approaching a 
new cat



Approaching a new cat

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0hUxu22yA3U


I have more questions...
Check out our PAWS Foster Resource page for more information 
on adult cat socialization!

https://phillypaws.org/foster-resources/

https://phillypaws.org/foster-resources/


Our kitties look 
forward to meeting you!

Thank you for your attention!


